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and 3,085 pph, depending on conditions.
However, at its mtow of 82,673 pounds, the
An-74TK-300 needs an extra 655 feet of
runway for takeoff at SL and ISA.

Antonov originally applied for a com-
plementary type approval under the NLGS-
3 certificate issued to the original An-74 by
the Soviet Union in 1991. However, the Air
Register of International Aviation Commit-
tee persuaded the company to withdraw its
application and file again under AP-25,
which, unlike NLGS-3, parallels FAR Part
25 standards and allows for a worldwide
customer base.

The Ukrainian design bureau’s most cov-
eted customer–Aeroflot–has signed a mem-
orandum of understanding to evaluate the
variant as one of the possible replacements
for its aging Tu-134s. If the An-74TK-300
proves suitable and Antonov agrees to build
half the airplanes in Russia, Aeroflot would
lease 30 units through Ilyushin Finance and
the UkrTransLizing leasing companies.
Antonov claims that it also holds commit-
ments for several VIP An-74TK-300s from
the Ukrainian cabinet ministry and other
state agencies. So far the company has
delivered two VIP variants to the office of
Ukrainian president Leonid Kuchma. It also
claims to have drawn interest for freighter
versions from Chinese, Ukrainian and Russ-
ian cargo companies. Other prospects in-
clude Egypt, Libya and Algeria.

While Antonov considers the passenger
version of the An-74TK-300 something of
a bridge to its new An-148, its long-term
plans for the model appear to center on
cargo variants. The first extended-fuselage
An-74TK-300, now under assembly at the

KhGAAP factory in Kharkov, will enter
duty as a freighter for a Ukrainian cargo
hauler. Antonov still has not decided
whether it will offer a stretched version of
the airplane in passenger configuration.

The An-74TK-300 uses 14,300-pound-
thrust ZMKB Progress D36-4A turbofans,
modified to fit into the under-wing nacelles
whose additional noise-reduction panels
render the airplane ICAO Stage IV compli-
ant. Unlike the D36s found on earlier An-
74 models, the -4A uses thrust reversers.
The TK-300 also features new avionics,
such as a Ukrainian-made SM3301 dual
GPS receiver, a 150-parameter BUR-92
flight data recorder, an Orlan VHF radio
with 8.33-kHz channel spacing, an Arlekin
long-range HF radio and a G-002M FMS.

An-148–Now scheduled for first flight in
July, the first Antonov airplane built with
computer-aided design and manufacturing
technology marks the Kharkov State Aircraft
Manufacturing Company’s (KSAMC) full-
fledged entry into the regional jet business
following a less ambitious attempt to mar-
ket an upgrade of an old design in the 
An-74TK-300. The first prototype, to fea-
ture a completely new high-wing configura-

tion and ZMKB Progress D436-148 turbo-
fans from Motor Sich, could gain CIS certi-
fication by the middle of next year, in time
for summer deliveries to Russian cargo car-
rier Volga-Dnepr.

Russia’s Voronezh Joint-Stock Aircraft
Building Association (VASO) recently built
the empennage for the first flying prototype.
On March 2 an An-22 heavy transport
delivered the completed empennage units
from Voronezh to Kiev, where workers
prepared for final assembly. KSAMC in-
stalled the main gear struts–built by rocket
supplier Southern Machine Building Plant
(Yuzhmash) of Dniepropetrovsk, Ukraine–
in February. By next month the company
expects to finish installing the environ-
mental control, hydraulic, air conditioning,
fuel and fire suppression systems, as well 
as avionics, the power supply system and
all testing equipment.

Maligned in Russia as a publicity stunt,
the An-148 assumed instant credibility when
Antonov began cutting metal for the project
in March 2002, not long after engine builder
Motor Sich and Russian airframe manufac-
turer Ulan-Ude agreed to share the financial
risk in a joint-venture agreement signed in
2001. Under the agreement, production as-
sembly will also take place at Ulan-Ude in
Siberia, which expects to start series pro-
duction in 2006. Along with final assembly,
KSAMC also participates in design work
and supplies the Antonov experimental fac-
tory in Kiev with central fuselage sections,
wing consoles, engine nacelles and pylons.

The partners view the An-148 as a nat-
ural successor to the less capable and effi-
cient An-74TK-300, which, although a new

offering, carries many of the less modern
features of earlier An-74 variants. In fact,
the MOU with Aeroflot for 30 TK-300s calls
for their eventual replacement by An-148s.

Deputy chief designer Victor Kazurov
said the bureau launched the program after
studies revealed that neither a turbofan
version of the An-140 turboprop nor the
An-74TK-300 could compete internation-
ally with new concepts such as the Sukhoi-
led RRJ. Although many airlines asked for
a 100-seater, he said, Antonov chose an 80-
seat design to avoid direct competition with
the Tupolev Tu-334, now undergoing certi-
fication trials. However, a recent decision to
switch to more powerful but heavier en-
gines might prompt Antonov to reconsider.
The company originally planned to use
ZMKB Progress D36-5 engines for the 
An-148, but the engine company’s desire 
to expand its customer base for its new
D436-148s led to a decision to switch. The
FADEC-equipped D436-148 benefits from
new technologies developed for the D436T
used on the Tupolev Tu-334 and Beriev Be-
200. The bureau claims the design’s next-
generation noise-absorbing panels, chevron
nozzle and enlarged “screening effect” air
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Airbus

A318–Certified by Europe’s JAA and the
U.S. FAA late last spring, the newest and
smallest member of Airbus’ A320 family
arrived at the Denver base of launch cus-
tomer Frontier Airlines on July 29. By
March 1, Airbus had delivered nine of the
airplanes–four of five to Frontier and five 
of 15 to European launch customer Air
France. Powered by a pair of CFM56-5B8
turbofans, the 114-seat A318s validated
early speculation that they would serve
mainly as complements to existing A320-
family fleets, as demonstrated by the first
two customers. Appearing at its first public
display at June’s Paris Air Show, the first

A318s have behaved “as expected” in rev-
enue service, following the failure of the
program’s first prototype–originally pow-
ered by the Pratt & Whitney PW6000–to
meet promised fuel-burn performance.

The program’s commercial performance
remains another matter, as Airbus continues
to struggle to place the airplanes with new
customers ever since its opening sales cam-
paign. To date drawing firm orders for 79
examples, the A318 still counts only three
airline customers, while the majority of
sales still reside with leasing companies
GECAS and ILFC. Aside from Air France
and Frontier, the A318 order book lists
America West Airlines, which has opted to
wait for deliveries until the airplane gains

certification with the PW6000s. Other cus-
tomers for the PW6000-powered A318,
such as British Airways and Egyptair, can-
celed their orders, while original launch
customer ILFC deferred first deliveries until
at least next year. Yet another high-profile
signatory, AMR Corp., dropped an order 
for 50 A318s placed by TWA before its
merger with American Airlines.

The first A318 prototype flew its maiden
voyage on Jan. 15, 2002, but instead of
drawing the usual fanfare reserved for 
such festive occasions, the milestone flight
served to highlight mistakes made in 
the design of the 22,000-pound-thrust Pratt
engines. The airplane burned some six
percent more fuel than projected, a discov-
ery that forced Airbus to completely revamp
its certification schedule to accommodate

the approval first of a version powered 
by CFM56-5s. After completing 100 hours
of testing in the first prototype with the
PW6000s, Airbus fitted the airplane with
the CFMs, allowing it to resume flight test-
ing on Aug. 29, 2002–in time to meet its
new certification and first-delivery targets.

The source of the fuel-efficiency prob-
lem in the Pratt & Whitney-powered A318
stemmed from an ambition to lighten and
simplify the engine by minimizing the num-
ber of stages in the high-pressure compres-
sor. But the PW6000’s five-stage design
placed too much strain on each stage, cre-
ating a condition in which fuel burn reached a
point of diminishing returns. As a result, Pratt
& Whitney adopted a six-stage compressor
design from German engine builder MTU.
The change has resulted in a three-year delay
in the engine’s certification and service
entry, from late 2002 to some time next year.

Although Pratt & Whitney designed its
engine for relatively high-cycle, short-haul
operations, the 131,000-pound-mtow, 2,800-
nm-range A318 appears better suited to
long-haul duty than its primary competitor,
the Boeing 717-200, whose optimum mis-
sion lies between 350 nm and 500 nm.
Billed at their inception as the companies’
first regional jets, both the A318 and 717-
200 have drawn little interest from the re-
gional airline sector, however. Faced with
scope-clause barriers in the U.S. and air-
port/airway fee constraints in Europe, the
A318 even more so than the 717 displays
mainline weight and performance, render-
ing its commonality with the rest of the
A320 line as perhaps its best selling point.

Antonov

An-74TK-300–After completing a 219-
mission flight-test program essentially on
schedule, Antonov and the Kharkov State
Aviation Production Company (KhGAPP)
won AP-25 certification for the An-74TK-
300 in October 2002. First flown in April
2001, the An-74TK-300 disposes of the 
An-74 family’s most distinguishing design
feature: engine pylons mounted on top of
the wings. For the new model, engineers
instead opted for a more traditional under-
wing engine design, resulting in less drag,
higher lift-to-weight ratio, reduced fuel
burn but diminished field performance.

Designers of the original An-74s chose 
to place the engines on top of the wings to
meet military requirements for STOL per-
formance. The configuration produces a
Coanda effect for better lift and protects the
engines from debris during takeoff and land-
ing. Potential airline customers have ex-
pressed a clear preference for less fuel burn
and higher cruise speed, however, leading to
the development of the An-74TK-300.

The new model boasts an increase in top
cruise speed from 378 to 405 knots and a 20-
percent drop in fuel burn, to between 2,685

As more signs of air transport recovery rise out of a
global economy still hampered by geopolitical unrest,
regional airlines continue to parlay their cost and flexibility
advantages into steady gains in traffic and profits, even 
while their mainline counterparts struggle to reverse the
near disastrous effects of 9/11, the invasion of Iraq and 
the outbreak of SARS in the Far East. In a twist of irony, the
crises freed the majors from restraints long imposed by 
their own employees, a development that accelerated an
inevitable shift in the role of regional airlines in the U.S. In
fact, only the threat of even more massive layoffs and ulti-
mate bankruptcy finally forced union leaders to accept
looser regional jet fleet restrictions–perhaps the most im-
portant factor in the industry’s most recent surge of growth.

But despite the regionals’ robust traffic gains over the past
three years, a virtual full-time emphasis on supplementing or
replacing grounded mainline narrowbodies placed many
plans for new market development on hold. Meanwhile, pri-
vate funding sources virtually disappeared, contributing to a
period from the end of 2000 through early last year that saw
little more than order cancellations and delivery deferrals.

Over the past year, however, suppliers have begun to 
see a reversal in the lull that forced companies such as
Germany’s Fairchild Dornier and BAE Systems out of the
airliner manufacturing business, and Embraer and Bom-
bardier into their first production cuts since regional jets 
hit the market in the early 1990s.

With hindsight, Embraer and Bombardier can attribute the
accelerated shift in emphasis to larger regional jets to 
the air transport industry’s downfall, as major airlines more
and more use RJs to solve their overcapacity and cost-

structure predicaments. A perfect case in point involved last
year’s landmark order from US Airways for 85 Embraer
170s to complement a deal for an equal number of smaller
Bombardier jets. Meanwhile, the rise of the discount fare
sector–again largely a product of the difficult economic
environment–produced another target of opportunity for 
the world’s third and fourth largest airframe builders.

Just weeks after US Airways placed its order on May 13,
another of Embraer’s new products–the 98-seat Embraer
190–logged a firm order for 100 airplanes from New York-
based JetBlue, shattering the air of invincibility projected by
Boeing and Airbus. This year, Air Canada became the latest
to commit to the new generation of 100-seat-class airplanes,
when, ahead of another split order for Bombardier and
Embraer jets, it signed an MOU that calls for delivery of at
least 45 Embraer 190s. No one doubts those deals rekin-
dled Bombardier’s interest in a 100-plus-seat aircraft of its
own, a project the company apparently considers important
enough to create a new executive position dedicated to
leading the studies.

Of course, major airlines have long played an active if 
not dominant role in negotiating RJ acquisitions for their
regional partners, so the likes of Embraer and Bombardier
selling jets directly to US Airways and Air Canada came as
no surprise. But differing opinions about the direction of 
the airline industry led to varied approaches to new product
developments, ranging from completely new, “clean-sheet”
designs to less costly derivatives. In any case, little doubt
remains that the future of the remaining regional aircraft
builders lies with larger airplanes, as demonstrated by the
preponderance of 70- to 110-seat jets among the new
designs featured in the following report. o

by Gregory Polek 

Mainline realignment boosts prospects for RJ builders

AVIC I Commercial Aircraft

ARJ21–Pent-up demand for low-cost re-
gional jets in the People’s Republic of
China and a treasure trove of tooling left
over from a failed partnership with Mc-
Donnell Douglas has convinced AVIC I
Commercial Aircraft Company (ACAC) to
launch the development of a pair of 78- to
105-seat RJs known as the ARJ21. The
concept, first unveiled at the 2001 Beijing
Air Show, represents China’s most compre-
hensive effort to build an international sup-
plier base for an indigenous aircraft.

The ARJ21 program partners–a consor-
tium led by government-controlled AVIC I
and in which 15 separate shareholders hold
an interest–have now signed no fewer than
10 major U.S. and European aerospace
components suppliers to contribute to the
effort, expected to yield a completed proto-
type ready to fly by mid-2006. During Sin-
gapore’s Asian Aerospace exhibition in late
February, ACAC vice president for pro-
curement and supply Tao Zhihui told AIN
that engineers continue to meet all program
development milestones on time, and that
by the end of this year, the company will
have released 90 percent of the design’s
structural drawings to the various partners.

Major suppliers to the ARJ21 effort in-
clude GE Aircraft Engines, which ACAC
has recruited to adapt yet another variant 
of its CF34 line–the 18,000-pound-thrust
CF34-10A–for its rear fuselage-mounted
powerplant requirement. Another U.S. com-
pany, Rockwell Collins, has agreed to
supply its Pro Line 21 avionics suite, while
Phoenix, Ariz.-based Honeywell contributes
the primary flight controls. Others include
Parker Hannifin (hydraulic and fuel sys-
tems), Hamilton Sundstrand (APU and elec-
trical power system), Kidde (fire suppression
system), Liebherr Aerospace (landing gear
and environmental control system), Sagem
(cockpit flight control system), Eaton (cock-
pit panel assemblies and lighting controls)
and Goodrich (tires and brakes). Despite its
ambitions to market the airplane elsewhere
in Asia, ACAC has yet to recruit a supplier
from the region outside China.

Looking conspicuously similar to a Dou-
glas DC-9 and sporting the same 3+2 inte-
rior seating arrangement, an extended range,
baseline-capacity ARJ21 would carry be-
tween 78 and 85 passengers as far as 2,000
nm at a cruise speed of Mach 0.78. A pro-
posed stretched version, to follow in a time-
frame defined by market interest, would
carry between 98 and 105 passengers as far
as 1,800 nm, said Tao. The certification pro-
gram calls for roughly a year-and-a-half of
flight testing with three flying prototypes
and a pair of static ground-test articles.

The ARJ21 will owe much of its design

heritage and appearance to a partnership
formed in 1992 between McDonnell Dou-
glas and the China National Aero-Tech-
nology Import and Export Corporation
(CATIC) to co-produce MD-90s in China
for the domestic market. A contract revi-
sion signed in November 1994 reduced the
number of Chinese-built airplanes in half,
to 20, and called for the direct purchase of
another 20 U.S.-built aircraft. By 1998,
however, three years after the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce found that the
Chinese illegally diverted some sophisti-
cated machine tools to military aircraft
factories, only three shipsets of parts had
ever arrived at the final assembly site in
Shanghai. Although the Chinese shipped
all the tooling back to Shanghai, it never
completed an MD-90.

The four Chinese factories involved in
the MD-90 program included the Shanghai
Aviation Industrial Corporation, Xian Air-
craft Company, Chengdu Aircraft Com-
pany, and Shenyang Aircraft Company–the
very same entities recruited for the ARJ21.
As in the case of the MD-90, the Shanghai
facility has taken responsibility for the hor-
izontal stabilizer and final assembly. Xian
Aircraft, maker of wing sections for the
Airbus A320, Boeing 737 and ATR 42/72,
would build the airplane’s wings and all 
its fuselage sections. Chengdu Aircraft, lo-
cated some 400 miles southwest of Xian,
would build the nose section, while
Shenyang Aircraft supplies the empennage.

Scheduled to enter its detailed develop-
ment phase next month, the ARJ21 would
use a supercritical wing designed by
Ukraine’s Antonov. To speed a decision on
the final wing configuration, ACAC has
commissioned four separate wind-tunnel
testing regimes, said Tao, under way simul-
taneously at Antonov, TsAGI in Russia and
at state facilities in Holland and China.

The ACAC official said the government
projects a need for as many as 500 air-
planes over the course of a 20-year produc-
tion run, scheduled to start with CAAC
certification at the end of 2007. The part-
ners plan for a production rate of three per
month within “one or two years” of then,
said Tao. Shanghai, which now employs
some 7,000 workers, will use its MD-90
tooling to assemble the ARJ21.

So far three Chinese customers have
signed contracts to take delivery of a total
of 35 airplanes. State-controlled Shandong
Airlines, based in the eastern city of Jinan,
has signed for 10 of the airplanes to replace
seven Bombardier CRJ200s and two
CRJ700s. Yet another Chinese CRJ opera-
tor, Shanghai Airlines, has ordered five
ARJ21s, while the program’s largest cus-
tomer–Shenzhen Financial Leasing Com-
pany–has spoken for 20. omore on next page
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emerging low-fare niche with the larger, 98-
seat Embraer 190.

The CRJ900 reached the market some
two years before the scheduled first deliv-
ery of the 78- to 86-seat Embraer 175, its
closest competitor in terms of seating ca-
pacity and weight. Embraer promotes the
175’s more spacious cabin and baggage
capacity as vital attributes for the longer
routes it believes airplanes in that seat class
will serve. Nevertheless, a tentative launch
order from India’s Jet Airways fizzled last
year, leaving Embraer with only a tentative
commitment from US Airways to convert
some positions for 70-seat 170s to 175s.

In reaction to “competitive pressures,”
Bombardier last year assigned more range
to the CRJ900 with a so-called paperwork
mod that increased its maximum reach 
to 1,914 nm. Dubbed the CRJ900LR, the
variant promises a maximum takeoff weight
of 84,500 pounds–4,000 more than the stan-
dard CRJ900 and 2,000 pounds higher than
the mid-range CRJ900ER. Bombardier v-p
Barry McKinnon explained that the com-
pany arrived at the extra range by appor-
tioning the higher takeoff weights, thus
expanding the airplane’s payload-range en-
velope without modifying the airframe.

Sukhoi

S-80–After several false starts, AVPK Sukhoi
flew its S-80 turboprop for the first time on
Sept. 4, 2001, marking the start of a 900-
flight testing program now scheduled to last
into next year. Built by the Komsomolsk-
upon-Amur Aircraft Production Association
(KnAAPO) and shipped to the Sukhoi ex-
perimental aircraft factory in Moscow for
modifications in early 2002, the first and
only S-80 prototype features a pair of GE
CT7-9B turboprops and a twin-boom design.

Built to accommodate either a pair of
NPO Saturn TVD1500s or the GE power-
plants, the S-80 has endured a series of
design changes and other program delays
since its inception. With the decision to
stretch the airplane to hold up to 30 seats,
designers dropped plans to offer the under-
powered Saturn engines. However, Klimov
plans to offer its 2,500-hp TV7-117S turbo-
props for customized variants. To date
AVPK Sukhoi partners OKB Sukhoi and
KnAAPO have spent $60 million on a sta-
tic-test airframe built in 1998 and the only
flying prototype, assembled by KnAAPO in
1999 but reworked for flight testing by the
Sukhoi experimental aircraft factory.

Sukhoi claims the design could attract
up to 40 percent of the Russian market for
small regional airplanes, and places its sales
target at 350 units, mainly as replacements
for aging Yak-40s and Antonov An-24s.
However, it has yet to draw an order,
placing a serious strain on development
progress due to lack of funds. According 
to Sukhoi, the S-80 has drawn interest 
from the defense departments of China,
Malaysia and South Korea for its long loi-

tering time–up to 10 hours–and its expected
ability to fly for 15 days or 50 flight hours
without significant maintenance. The likely
first operator–KnAAPO’s own corporate
shuttle and revenue-passenger airline–plans
to fly the airplane between Komsomolsk-
upon-Amur to airports in Russia’s Far East.

RRJ–In the midst of a preliminary design
phase originally scheduled for completion
in February, the Sukhoi-led Russian Re-
gional Jet project has reached something of
a crossroads in its early development stages.
Western members of the airline advisory
board established last November, including
Star Alliance and SkyTeam representatives,
have already balked at some significant
design characteristics, including the air-
plane’s range, weight and operating cost
targets, as well as a perceived lack of tech-

nological sophistication. The development
threatens Sukhoi’s June target to freeze the
airplane’s configuration, as well as ambi-
tions to fly the first prototype by early 2006.

The setback comes just as the RRJ
draws ever closer to attracting enough
financial support to embark on a serious
certification campaign. Sufficiently im-
pressed with the partners’ business plan,
Russia’s Rosaviacosmos state aerospace
agency in March last year awarded the RRJ
$46.6 million in research funding, the first
tranche of which it pledged to deliver 
early this year. Meanwhile, AVPK Sukhoi
general director Mikhail Pogosyan has 
said that the RRJ consortium, composed of
Sukhoi, Ilyushin, Yakovlev and Boeing, has
won the support of state banks and a
number of risk-sharing partners, including
engine builder Snecma.

Under the terms of the financing plan, 33
percent of the project’s investment would
come from base capital, 21 percent from
risk-sharing partners, 6 percent from state
funding and 40 percent from bank loans.
Pogosyan estimates the program will need
$600 million for certification and projects
break-even revenue returns within seven to
eight years of the first sale.

The RRJ’s first prospective customer–
Russian flag carrier Aeroflot–has signed a
memorandum of understanding that calls
for the acquisition of 30 airplanes, first de-
livery of which would occur in 2007. Two
major Siberian carriers–Sibir and Kras-
Air–have also shown interest, as has fellow
Russian carrier UTAir (formerly Tyume-
naviatrans) and state leasing company FLK.
Air France and SAS account for the pro-

intake will allow it to meet ICAO Stage 4
requirements by a “comfortable margin.”

An-148 designers opted for a glass cock-
pit featuring five 6- by 8-inch LCDs built
by Russia’s Aviapribor. The digitally con-
trolled onboard systems will feature fly-by-
wire flight controls using technologies
developed for the An-70 cargo transport. In
the interest of cost savings, the bureau con-
fined the use of Western components to
some elements of the airplane’s Ukrainian
and Russian avionics modules, including
those for satellite-based navigation and Cat-
egory IIIa landing capability.

Under current plans, the basic An-148-
100 would hold 80 passengers in five-
abreast configuration with a 30-inch pitch or
70 at 34 inches. For Siberian operators,
Antonov plans to build a derivative with a
higher gross weight and more fuel capacity
in the center tank, extending range with 75
passengers from 1,187 nm to 1,943 nm. It
also plans to offer a special 2,752-nm-range
“E” variant, which would serve as a plat-
form for the E1, capable of carrying 40 
to 44 passengers 3,777 nm for non-stop
Moscow-Vladivostok services.

Antonov has set a list price of $17
million and direct operating costs range be-
tween 25- and 30 percent lower than those
pegged for the Embraer 170. Designed
specifically to meet requirements of CIS
airlines, the An-148’s high wings will pro-
tect its engines from foreign objects during
operations into semi-prepared airfields.

Bombardier

CRJ900–Bombardier’s newest and largest
version of the immensely successful CRJ
family of regional jets drew its first sale in
some two years in late January, when
Phoenix-based Mesa Air Group agreed on a
still-undefined mix of 20 CRJ700s/CRJ900s

for its America West Express network. By
early last month Mesa had taken 15 of the
86-seat airplanes claimed in earlier orders,
but remained the only customer for a pro-
gram Bombardier executives once advertised
as a solid bridge between existing 70-seat
RJs and the emerging class of narrowbodies
poised to compete for the bottom of the
mainline market. Still, nearly four years after
the program’s launch at the 2000 Farnbor-
ough Air Show, the firm order tally showed
just 25 airplanes, leaving many wondering
whether the “sweet spot” about which they
talked had turned sour before its time.

Introduced on the strength of a launch
order for 10 airplanes from leasing giant
GECAS, the CRJ900 drew its first airline
customer in March 2001, when Mesa signed
a letter of intent that included a firm order
for 20 of the 86-seat jets and an option 
for another 20. Once its own prospects for
placing the airplanes disintegrated, however,
GECAS canceled its order. Mesa subse-
quently converted firm orders for five

CRJ700s to a follow-on order for five
CRJ900s, bringing the program total to 25.

Mesa placed the first aircraft–dressed in
America West Express livery and config-
ured in a two-class, 80-seat cabin layout–
into service on a route between Los Angeles
and Phoenix late last April. A year later, the
Phoenix-based airline remains one of the
last major carriers in the U.S. whose re-
gional affiliates enjoy unfettered access to
regional jets certified to carry more than 70
passengers. Despite widespread relaxation
of limits on 50- and 70-seat jets at regional
affiliates, the manufacturers’ early projec-
tions of more lenient capacity restrictions
have yet to materialize, a fact that remains
perhaps the CRJ900’s biggest obstacle.

Such constraints again revealed their
disruptive potential last July, when union
pressure compelled US Airways to convert
a firm order for 25 Bombardier CRJ705s 
to positions for 70-seat CRJ700s. Sched-
uled originally for first delivery to wholly
owned US Airways subsidiary PSA Air-
lines early this year, the CRJ705–a planned
75-seat, 82,500-pound mtow version of the
CRJ900–exceeds the 75,000-pound mtow,
70-seat limits imposed on US Airways
regional affiliates by the mainline pilots’
union scope clause. Although it agreed 
to an exemption for the Embraer 170 
and 175, ALPA’s US Airways division re-
fused to grant further concessions for the
Bombardier jet.

More recently, Air Canada told repre-
sentatives from its mainline pilot union
that it might replace half a proposed order
for 30 CRJ705s with 15 Embraer 170s or
175s. In December Air Canada split a
commitment for 90 airplanes between the
two manufacturers, but ongoing negotia-
tions over regional-mainline flying rights
led the bankrupt airline to reconsider the
planned fleet mix to place the Embraer jets
with the mainline. It would then convert

the remaining CRJ705 positions to an
order for 15 CRJ700s, all of which it
would assign to wholly owned regional
subsidiary Air Canada Jazz.

Meanwhile, in Europe, where scope
clauses present virtually none of the market
constraints they do in the U.S., the CRJ900
has faced an even tougher sell, drawing just
a single firm order from France’s Brit Air
for four airplanes, only to see it canceled a
few months later.

Of course, when Bombardier introduced
the CRJ900, no one could have predicted
the economic upheaval 9/11 would eventu-
ally produce, and the severe interruption in
the flow of financing for new airplanes in
virtually every seat class. Although its com-
monality attributes appeal most to regional
airlines already flying CRJs, the 86-seat jet
might have also filled a role at the lowest
end of the single-aisle mainline range, sur-
mised Bombardier. It has failed to deliver
on that promise, however, as rival Embraer
prepares to fill its first order from the
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continued from preceding page Fairchild Dornier Aero Industries

728/928–Ostensibly raised from the dead 
in January by Shanghai-based investment
house D’Long, the Fairchild Dornier 728
stands as the centerpiece of a new plan to
attract new partners in a campaign to resus-
citate Germany’s most storied aerospace
company. D’Long said it hopes to fly the
program’s first prototype by this year’s
fourth quarter, in time for certification and
first deliveries in 2006. In February the
company performed power-on ground tests
of the first completed airframe, but an esti-
mated workforce of 40 hardly commands
the resources yet to start serious prepara-
tions for first flight.

After all, the last incarnation of Fairchild
Dornier again proved that an aircraft pro-
gram cannot succeed solely on its technical
merits, after a four-year effort to introduce
a new family of 70- to 110-seat jets crum-
bled in April 2002 due to funding short-
ages. Severely undercapitalized during the
early phases of development, the program’s
progenitors finally secured the funding
needed to proceed with the ambitious pro-
ject in April 2000, when New York invest-
ment firm Clayton, Dubilier & Rice teamed
with Germany’s Allianz Capital to buy
Fairchild from former CEO Carl Albert.
The proverbial well would run dry just two
years later, however, as 728 program de-
lays, financial penalties related to the can-
cellation of the 42-seat 428JET, delivery
deferrals of 32-seat 328JETs and the
slumping economy drained the company of
its remaining capital resources.

Introduced at the 1998 Regional Airline
Association Convention in Minneapolis,
Fairchild Dornier’s family of low-wing re-
gional jets began taking shape in March
2001, when the company started work on
the first three 728 fuselages at its produc-
tion facilities in Oberpfaffenhofen, Ger-
many. Twelve months later, Fairchild
Dornier rolled out the first example during
ceremonies overshadowed by a cloud of
uncertainty, as former company chairman

Charles Pieper reported a desperate state of
financial affairs at the regional aircraft in-
dustry’s third largest manufacturer.

While issuing a call for a new strategic
partner to help finance the development of
a new long-range 728 variant called the
728-200, Pieper said the company contin-
ued to hemorrhage roughly $50 million per
month, forcing it to redirect funds from its
other programs–namely the Envoy 7 busi-
ness jet and 95- to 110-seat 928–to the first
flight of the 728. Today, an investor would
need at least $400 million to complete cer-
tification of the 728, and perhaps $1 billion
more to bring the 928 to market.

The sale to D’Long last June marked the
culmination of a 14-month effort by the
728 bankruptcy administrators to shed the
last of the company’s four primary business
units. After having failed to convince any
sufficiently funded Western enterprise of
the economic viability of the program, the
administrators turned to the likes of Russ-
ian oligarch Oleg Deripaska in a last-ditch
effort to salvage some equity from the
728’s prototype, design plans and tooling.

After some passing interest in the 728
by Canada’s Bombardier and Europe’s
EADS faded completely, Basovy Element
(Basic Element) director Deripaska, who
along with fellow industrialist Roman
Abramovich controls some 75 percent of

Russia’s aluminum industry, sent a team
of technicians from his Samara-based Avi-
acor group to examine the technical merits
of the program. After several months of
negotiation, the administrators agreed in
principle to a sale. But when the Russian
partnership submitted a firm bid for only
the Airbus components business, it be-
came apparent that a successful marriage
would not come to pass, as conflicts of
interest within Russia’s bureaucracy added
more obstacles to a process rife with
intrinsic impediments.

Upon its introduction, the 728 estab-
lished itself as the foundation upon which
Fairchild Dornier would build its future
when Germany’s Lufthansa Airlines placed
a launch order for sixty 70- to 85-seat
728s in April 1999. Further anchored at
the June 2000 Berlin Air Show by a $1.4
billion firm contract for 50 of the new jets
from GECAS, a launch order for four 90-
to 105-passenger 928s from Bavaria Inter-
national Leasing and another commitment
from CSA Czech Airlines for four 728s,
the program had drawn firm orders for 
118 airplanes worth some $3.6 billion. But
not long after Fairchild’s bankruptcy an-
nouncement, its two largest customers–
GECAS and Lufthansa–canceled their or-
ders, leaving the program with virtually no
customer base. o

Embraer

170/175/190/195–Finally out from under the
cloud of misfortune that seemed to follow
it from its inception, the first iteration of Em-
braer’s latest regional jet family–the 70-seat
170–won FAA and EASA certification on
February 20, a day after the second anniver-
sary of its first flight. Last month the first
production example finally left the grounds
of Embraer’s São José dos Campos assembly
plant, on its way to Warsaw, Poland, where
flag carrier LOT launched its first sched-
uled service with the airplane on March 17.
Meanwhile, another pair of a planned fleet of
85 Embraer 170s made their way to Pitts-
burgh, where MidAtlantic Airways, the new
wholly owned division of US Airways, in-
augurated services on April 4. Tomorrow,
April 26, Alitalia launches its own Embraer
170 service from Rome to Brindisi, Italy.
Alitalia plans to take all six of the airplanes
on firm order by the middle of the year.

Originally scheduled for certification by
the end of 2002, the program’s six proto-
types encountered more than their share of
technical challenges, perhaps the most sig-
nificant involving the airplane’s Honeywell
Epic avionics suite. Problems with integra-
tion of the system’s software delayed first
deliveries to Alitalia from July to Novem-
ber, and again until last month, leaving Em-
braer in the unenviable position of playing
catch-up while it continued development of
the three other variants in the program.

Right around the time it announced an-
other delay in 170 approval, during last
June’s Paris Air Show, it flew the program’s
second iteration–the 78-seat Embraer 175–
for the first time. Embraer has since slowed
the program’s progress to reflect a change
in planned certification from this year’s
third quarter to the fourth quarter.

Most recently, Embraer launched yet an-
other flight-test campaign with the March
12 first flight of the 98-seat Embraer 190,
scheduled for certification during next year’s
third quarter. Last spring the program drew
perhaps its most strategically significant
order to date, as New York-based discount
airline JetBlue inked a firm order for 100 of
the airplanes. Of course, the order placed by
US Airways last May for 85 Embraer 170s,
even if not particularly lucrative, did much
to raise the program’s visibility and stature
in the U.S. Meanwhile, a formal request for
proposal (RFP) from the Star Alliance to fill
a requirement for at least 100 jets in the 70-
to 100-seat range reinforced still further the
company’s status as a world-class supplier.

Led by Lufthansa, the group of airlines
involved also includes SAS, Air Canada
and Austrian Airlines. In December Air
Canada signaled its intention to split an
order for 90 airplanes between Embraer,
which would supply 45 Embraer 190s, and
Bombardier, which would contribute 15
CRJ200s and 30 CRJ-705s. Subsequently,
however, Air Canada told representatives
from its mainline pilot union that it might
replace half a proposed order for 30

CRJ705s with 15 Embraer 170s or 175s
due to ongoing conflict over regional/
mainline flying rights.

All the recent commercial activity sig-
nals a dramatic change in fortunes for the
Embraer 170 program, dogged by persis-
tent volatility ever since original launch
customer Swiss cut its firm order totals for
the Embraer 170/195 to 15 of each model
from 30, and reduced its option total from
100 to 20. Under a revised delivery sched-
ule, the Embraer 170s would arrive this
August, followed by the 108-seat 195s in
2006. Although certainly unwelcome news
for Embraer, the delay gave it time to finish
testing of the 170 for operation into Lon-
don City Airport, a process that has taken
longer than originally anticipated.

When it signed the order contract with
the airline then known as Crossair, Embraer
guaranteed it could certify the 170 for the
5.5-degree approach angle into LCY from
Geneva. Most recently targeted for comple-

tion this summer, the LCY certification
process prompted Embraer to fit the 170 with
a set of ventral brakes, permanently locked
for initial certification but activated for the
steep approach into the noise-sensitive airport.

During the program’s detailed design
phase Embraer engineers also added
winglets to the 170’s design, a modification
that yielded a range increase of 3- to 5 per-
cent and a cruise speed improvement below
10,000 feet to 300 knots. Other changes in-
cluded an enlarged rear passenger door, a
reinforcement to the cargo bay that allows
an additional 74 pounds of payload per
passenger and an extension of the 170’s
designed lifespan from 60,000 to 80,000
cycles. Although the changes resulted in a
basic operating weight increase of 3,306
pounds, Embraer claims the improvements
more than compensate for the extra weight.

Although it originally had planned a
three-member family, Embraer decided to
introduce the 175 in October 2001, after a
number of customers expressed a desire for
the extra two rows of capacity, most no-
tably 170 launch customer Swiss. However,
what stood as perhaps the most compelling
argument for the stretched variant–a five-
seat capacity advantage in the Fairchild
Dornier 728–might no longer exist, as the
German program sits idle while investors
build a case for a re-launch. Although it
looked to have drawn a sale from India’s Jet
Airways during the 2002 Farnborough Air
Show, the 175 remains unattached after the
prospective launch customer failed to con-
vert its MOU to a firm order.

Late last August Embraer began cutting
metal for the first 195 prototype, originally
scheduled for first flight during this year’s
third quarter and certification by the end 
of next year. However, the large order for 
98-seat Embraer 190s by JetBlue and the
problems at Swiss prompted the Brazilian
manufacturer to shuffle development time
frames. As a result, Embraer plans to cer-
tify the 190 in the third quarter of 2005,
followed by the 195 roughly a year later. o
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ject’s main Western prospects.
As drafted in the agreement signed by

the airframe builders, Sukhoi has assumed
the lead role, taking responsibility for air-
craft design, business plan development 
and series production, while Ilyushin and
Yakovlev participate in certification and the
design of some fuselage sections and com-
ponents. Boeing’s role centers primarily on
market research, possible U.S. certification
and after-sales support. Its participation has
not included financial support, however.

To encompass 60-, 75- and 95-seat ver-
sions designed for cruise speeds of between
Mach .78 and .80 and varying in range from
1,450 nm to 2,590 nm, the RRJ would use
Franco-Russian designed SM146 turbofans,
for which France’s Snecma would build the
high-pressure core and Russia’s NPO Sat-
urn would supply the low-pressure compo-
nents and perform final assembly. Last
October Sukhoi chose the rest of the 
RRJ’s major suppliers, including Zodiac
subsidiaries Air Cruiser (emergency rescue
equipment) and Intertechnique (fuel sys-
tem), Honeywell and MMPP Salyut (auxil-
iary power supply), Curtiss Wright division
Autronics (fire suppression system), B/E
Aerospace and Respirator (oxygen system),
Hamilton Sundstrand (electrical system),
Thales and Aviaprobor (avionics), Messier
Dowty and Gidromash (landing gear), Lieb-
herr and Ehlektropribor (flight control sys-
tem), Liebherr and Teploobmennik (air
conditioning system, automatic pressuriza-
tion control system, and anti-icing system)
and Goodrich (wheels and brakes.)

Tupolev

Tu-334–Again slowed by political road-
blocks and a change in leadership at project
leader RSK MiG, the Tu-334 team has yet
to introduce the program’s third prototype
into the flight test program–a prerequisite
for full AP-25 certification and revenue
operations. As schedules stand now, first
flight of Prototype Number 3 will happen
this September, just in time for Russian
civil aviation authority approval by the end
of the year. The second prototype, produced
by Ukraine’s Aviant, finally flew its maiden
test mission last November, joining the air-
plane that shouldered the entire flight-test-
ing load since its first flight in 1999.

Meanwhile, the Russian government and
Rosaviacosmos plan to re-allocate produc-

tion share, reportedly leaving RSK MiG
with less responsibility for final assembly.
Program partners Aviastar (front fuselage
section), Tavia (tail section and empennage),
RSK MiG (nacelles) and Aviant (center
fuselage and wings) have completed the first
sets of components for series production.
RSK MiG planned to establish a workshop
for Tu-334 assembly at its LAPIK plant 
in Lukhovitsy, outside Moscow, but the
ouster of former boss Nikolai Nikitin has 
spun MiG in an uncertain direction, stalling 

and along the city’s main thoroughfares,
snarling traffic. The rallies followed a series
of legal appeals, none of which resulted in
any action on the part of the government,
which still controls the bankrupt company.

LZ (Letecke Zavody) 
Aeronautical Industries 

L-610G–Beset by funding shortages and a
series of ownership changes since its de-
signers first conceived the project in the
mid-1980s, the L-610G program remains
grounded indefinitely, as its third owner in
as many years went bankrupt on March 31.
Awarded to Moravan Aeroplanes subsidiary

LZ Aeronautical Industries in July 2001 by
a Czech bankruptcy administrator, the sole
L-610G prototype remains in a hangar in
Albany, Ga., after the administrator and
Moravan failed to recover the airplane from
receivers of the bankrupt Ayres Corp. Now,
a receiver appointed by a regional court in
Brno must once again start the process of ac-
counting for assets and finding a new owner.

When Ayres Corp. chairman Fred Ayres
negotiated with the Czech government to
buy 93 percent of the foundering Let
Kunovice in 1998, a tone of cautious opti-
mism tempered creeping suspicion over the
U.S. company’s motives. Although many of
Let’s workers remained skeptical about
Ayres and his plans for Let, any chance for
steady work in an economy struggling to
adapt to a free market system seemed better
than the likely alternative of unemployment.

Two years later, most of Let’s 1,400
workers found themselves out of work,
after the commerce court in Brno declared
the company bankrupt. Saddled with a
mountain of debt incurred both before and
after the 1998 takeover and tormented by
threats of legal action from disgruntled
customers, Ayres failed to deliver on his
promise to revitalize the half-century-old
manufacturer, leaving a pair of new aircraft
programs, including the GE CT7-9D-pow-
ered Let L-610G, in limbo.

Although LZ vice president Patrik
Joachimczyk had told AIN that the com-
pany would abandon the program if it
hadn’t reached a funding deal with one of
three potential investors by the end of 2002,
LZ continued to cite interest from South
Korea until the company again fell into
bankruptcy last month.

In February last year Canadian partners
in LZ filed criminal charges in the Czech
Republic against LZ chairman Libor Soska
for alleged misappropriation of their invest-
ment. Frontier Petroleum Services princi-
ples Don Jewitt and Milan Matusik claim
they bought 49 percent of the company’s
stock for Kc205 million ($6.9 million), but
when they demanded an accounting of
their investment, LZ personnel physically
blocked their entry into the plant for a
board meeting. Soska claims the money
represents a loan repayable in five years.

Faced with numerous certification de-

lays and program changes since the air-
plane’s first iteration–the Walter-powered
L-610M–appeared in 1989 under the
stewardship of the Czech government, the
L-610G appeared to have drawn its first
customer in 1999, when Bujumbura, Bu-
rundi-based City Connexion claimed to
have placed an order for two airplanes. A
short time later, however, the government
of Burundi seized the airline’s banking and
gold-mining interests, prompting its man-
agement to return to Europe post-haste. 
As if to complicate matters further, the
company that brokered the contract–
Switzerland’s Airline Partners–opted out of
a proposed deal for 30 airplanes that might

have given Ayres enough deposit money to
proceed with the airplane’s certification.

Tupolev

Tu-324–Seemingly rejuvenated by a fund-
ing commitment from Rosaviacosmos in
October 2001, the Tu-324 once stood as
Tupolev’s answer to an estimated demand
for between 250 and 300 fifty-seat regional
jets from Russian/CIS airlines over the next
12 years. The program, inspired by the
Bombardier CRJ family, survived a decade
of funding shortages, design changes and
political roadblocks, and appeared to have
gained the financial support necessary to
begin a serious campaign toward certifica-
tion. But by the end of 2002 progress on
the first Tu-324 prototype had come to a
complete halt, after Moscow failed to ap-
propriate the funds allocated for the project.

Although championed by Russian pres-
ident Vladimir Putin, the Tu-324 now ap-
pears dead, as Tupolev places any private
R&D resources available for civil projects
into a study into the proposed Tu-414, a
75-seat jet that borrows many of the 
Tu-324’s design traits. Tupolev plans to
complete a so-called electronic mockup of
the airplane by mid-year.

Tupolev launched the Tu-324 program
at the 1995 Paris Air Show, soon after Men-
timer Shaimiev, the president of the oil-rich
republic of Tatarstan, arranged a funding
plan linked to revenues from oil sales.
Under the plan, Tatarstan’s Kazan Aircraft
Production Association (KAPO) would
locate an assembly line at its plant in the
capital city of Kazan, while Kazan’s OAO
Motor Building Production Association
(KMPO) would build the airplane’s ZMKB
Progress 8,532-pound-thrust AI22 turbo-
fans. To demonstrate its support for the
program, the Russian government placed a
symbolic first order in February 1996.

That same year Tupolev developed a de-
tailed design proposal and in July 1998
passed a mockup inspection. However, the
fall of the Russian banking system in Au-
gust 1998 and subsequent pressure from the
World Bank effectively ended the practice
of using oil as a de-facto currency, leaving
the Tu-324 underfunded and characterized
by periods of fits and starts to this day. o

Indonesian Aerospace
N-250–After the FAA in 1996 refused to
accept Indonesian Aerospace’s (formerly
IPTN) second prototype for flight testing
because of poor documentation, the manu-
facturer began anew and by 1998 had com-
pleted half of its 1,400-hour testing program.
A second prototype, slated for 1,000 hours
of testing, had flown 200 hours. However,
when the International Monetary Fund
forced the Indonesian government to with-
draw its support of the program, IAe had
little choice but to adjust projections for
Indonesian certification as well, from
March 1999 to the fourth quarter of 2000,
and again indefinitely until it can recruit a
risk-sharing partner to contribute $90 mil-
lion to complete the program.

When it flew for the first time in August
1995, the 64-seat Allison AE2100C-pow-
ered turboprop featuring fly-by-wire flight
controls represented a source of prestige for
a country that had never before developed
and produced an indigenous airplane. But
amid the economic and political instability
that struck the country during 1998, the in-
ternational community demanded govern-
ment largesse to such enterprises as IAe be
stopped as a condition of the IMF’s $43 bil-
lion bailout plan.

Recent completion of Airbus A380 com-
ponents has lifted spirits somewhat at IAe’s
plant in Bandung, after the company closed
its doors to its entire workforce of 9,700 last
July. However, some 6,000 employees who
remain suspended from work have staged
day-and-night protests at a Jakarta zoo 
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plans for full-scale production.
At their target price of $18- to $20 mil-

lion, the Tu-334 cannot compete with 
used Boeing 737-500s or Airbus A319s,
prompting Nikitin to ask for tax exemp-
tions that could drop the price to $13
million. Late last year a parliamentary
group filed a proposal for a law that would
grant a temporary exemption from VAT
and property taxes for RSK MiG and
favorable customs treatment for imported
parts such as the airplane’s Ukrainian-
made ZMKB Progress/Motor-Sich D436T1
engines. To last until the production run
reaches 100 airplanes, the exemptions
would deprive the government of $890
million in tax revenues.

The Tu-334 drew its first firm orders last
August 15, when Moscow-based Atlant-
Soyuz and Aerofrakht Airlines inked con-
tracts for five airplanes apiece in standard
configuration. Although the orders certainly
provided a welcome lift, the Tu-334 part-
ners still consider Aeroflot the ultimate
prize. Meanwhile, a demonstration for Rus-
sia’s second largest airline–St. Petersburg-
based Pulkovo Airlines–has yielded a
tentative commitment for 20 Tu-334s as re-
placements for its 11 Tu-134s. o
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